























































































































































































































Recorded CAS-Mach descent 
profile for one case
Calculated decent time for 
different assumed descent 





Assumed CAS/M for descent calculations vary based on 
observed data (typ 320-335 kts)
SDF - 757 Week 2
Week2 767
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Week1 757 Week1 767
Overall statistics (36 ac)
• Choose “best”
 
speed & weight
– Average error = ‐19sec (Max error ≈100sec)
• Add wind estimate (post priori data)
– Average error ‐13 sec (Max error ≈100sec)
• Add temperature data
– Average error ‐32 sec
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Summary
• BADA database OK for general studies‐
 
but 
 need more accurate data for realistic 
 scheduling
• Need more data to determine if UPS descent 
 data is representative of “normal”
 
commercial 
 traffic (based on SFO data–
 
NO)
• Based on UPS results, typical accuracy of 
 descent prediction is on the order of 30sec. 
 (note errors typically < 0 ‐‐with a few very bad 
 cases) Better aero model might help remove 
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Summary (2)
• For most flights, it was difficult to choose a 
 “constant CAS/Mach”
 
descent.  Adding wind 
 info helped time predictions slightly.  
 Temperature data did not help
– Related to FMS control algorithm?
• Descent distances are also important‐
 
but 
 were not part of this analysis. (Typical errors 
 in distance: 3‐7 nm)
• More data?
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Questions?
A distance error plot‐
 
757
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